C-10

Flash Brackets/Umbrella Holders/Flexgrip Holders
One-Touch Folding Bracket

All metal, folding 90O shoe bracket. Molded hand
grip and rubberized bed over hard metal
makes this bracket a sturdy, convenient
device for use on 35mm cameras.
Extremely portable as it folds neatly
and can fit into clothes pocket.
Opens up for use and snaps into
position. Spring lock holds upright
shoe arm tightly. To close, release
spring. Cable release socket
accepts most releases.
Samigon blister pack. Master: 10.

One Touch Folding Bracket

Straight Flash Bracket

Strong aluminum alloy bar (8" long x 1" wide). Rubber base is 6" long
to prevent camera slippage. Locking camera travels along 5 3/8" cut for
centering camera. ¼ x 20 screw. Built-in flash shoe for mounting
flashgun. Tripod socket permits mounting on tripod. Samigon blister
pack. Master: 10.

C

Flash Brackets/Tape
Flexigrip Holders

CSA413

CSA415

Straight Flash Bracket

Right Angle Bracket

BCP242260 Flip Flash Bracket I
CCP46194 Flip Flash Bracket II

CPM/Delta Universal
Umbrella Bracket
For placement of umbrella/flash
heads or lights. Machined from solid
aircraft aluminum with a 90O tilt and
360O rotation. Fits male/female 1/4" 20 tripod threads, male/female 3/8"
and 5/8" light stands. 20 different
combinations are possible. Adapters
included.
A flash adapter accepts all
shoe-type flash attachments.

Universal Umbrella Bracket

46140

Feature double-ended,
flexible stainless steel
spring clips and/or
rubber-coated "A" clamps.
Hold diffusers, gels, gobos,
and reflector cards in place.
They bend, twist, and stay exactly
where you want them.

Right Angle Bracket

Mounts any umbrella on light
stand. Accepts all shoe
mounting flashguns.
Tilts 180O; swivels 360O.
Fits all light stands up to 5/8".
Black finish. 5" high; swivels in
center. Blister packed.

CCP46114
CCP46116
CCP46118
CCP46119

Flexgrip 1" Clamp/Clip, 6" long
Flexgrip 1" Clamp/Clip, 12" long
Flexgrip 1" Dual Clamp, 8" long
Flexgrip ½" Dual Clamp, 6" long

Pro Umbrella Holder

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST

1-888-ARGRAPH
OR 1-800-526-6290
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46190
46194

CPM/Delta
Flexgrip Holders

Pro Umbrella Holder

CSA438

Ensures natural even lighting. By permitting
you to keep the flash over the lens in a
horizontal or vertical position it eliminates
disturbing shadows and red-eye.
The easy to hold bracket has fatigue-free,
foam grip. It allows you to flip, maneuver, and
hold flash units in any direction, and includes
bounce flash capability.
Accepts all shoe-type or tripod flash attachments.
A 2" wide bracket fits 35mm or medium format
cameras. All hardware is included.
The Flip Flash I is 7" long. The Flip Flash II is
18" long and reinforced to stay where you put it.

BCP242200

Rigid metal bracket to fit all cameras.
Grip at 90O. Covered mounting surface
affords good protection to camera.
Excellent quality. With hand strap.
Made in Germany. Samigon blister pack.
Master: 5.

CSA822

CPM/Delta Flip-Flash Brackets

WEST

1-888-WESTARG
OR 1-800-323-9069
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